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SUMMARY
A sample size calculation for logistic regression involves complicated formulae. This paper suggests use of
sample size formulae for comparing means or for comparing proportions in order to calculate the required
sample size for a simple logistic regression model. One can then adjust the required sample size for a multiple
logistic regression model by a variance inflation factor. This method requires no assumption of low response
probability in the logistic model as in a previous publication. One can similarly calculate the sample size for
linear regression models. This paper also compares the accuracy of some existing sample-size software for
logistic regression with computer power simulations. An example illustrates the methods. ( 1998 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION
In a multiple logistic regression analysis, one frequently wishes to test the effect of a specific
covariate, possibly in the presence of other covariates, on the binary response variable. Owing to
the nature of non-linearity, the sample size calculation for logistic regression is complicated.
Whittemore1 proposed a formula, derived from the information matrix, for small response
probabilities. Hsieh2 simplified and extended the formula for general situations by using the
upper bound of the formula. Appendix I presents a simple closed form, based on an information
matrix, to approximate the sample size for both continuous and binary covariates in a simple
logistic regression. In a different approach, Self and Mauritsen3 used generalized linear models
and the score tests to estimate the sample size through an iterative procedure. These published
methods are complicated and may not be more accurate than the conventional sample size
formulae for comparing two means or a test of equality of proportions. In the next section, we
present a simple formula for the approximate sizes of the sample required for simple logistic
regression by using formulae for calculating sample size for comparing two means or for
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comparing two proportions. We can then adjust the sample size requirement for a multiple
logistic regression by a variance inflation factor. This approach applies to multiple linear
regression as well.
SIMPLE LOGISTIC REGRESSION
In a simple logistic regression model, we relate a covariate X to the binary response variable ½ in
1
a model log(P/(1!P))"b #b X where P"prob(½"1). We are interested in testing the
0
1 1
null hypothesis H : b "0 against the alternative H : b "b*, where b*O0, that the covariate is
0 1
1 1
related to the binary response variable. The slope coefficient b is the change in log odds for an
1
increase of one unit4 in X . When the covariate is a continuous variable with a normal
1
distribution, the log odds value b is zero if and only if the group means, assuming equal
1
variances, between the two response categories are the same. Therefore we may use a sample size
formula for a two-sample t-test to calculate the required sample size. For simplicity, we use
a normal approximation instead, as the sample size formula (see formula (7) in Appendix I) may
be easily changed to include t-tests if required:
n"(Z
#Z
)2/[P1(1!P1)b*2]
(1)
1~a@2
1~b
where n is the required total sample size, b* is the effect size to be tested, P1 is the event rate at the
mean of X, and Z is the upper uth percentile of the standard normal distribution.
u
When the covariate is a binary variable, say X"0 or 1, the log odds value b "0 if and only if
1
the two event rates are equal. The sample size formula for the total sample size required for
comparing two independent event rates has the following form (see formula (10)):
n"MZ
[P(1!P)/B]1@2#Z
[P1(1!P1)#P2(1!P2)(1!B)/B]1@2N2
1~a@2
1~b
/[(P1!P2)2(1!B)]

(2)

where: P("(1!B)P1#BP2) is the overall event rate; B is the proportion of the sample with
X"1; P1 and P2 are the event rates at X"0 and X"1, respectively. For B"0)5, the required
sample size is bounded by the following simple form (see formula (11)):
n(4P(1!P)(Z
#Z
)2/(P1!P2)2.
(3)
1~a@2
1~b
Appendix I presents two simpler forms, formulae (12) and (13), than formula (2). A later section
presents the comparisons of these formulae with computer power simulations.
MULTIPLE LOGISTIC REGRESSION
When there is more than one covariate in the model, a hypothesis of interest is the effect of
a specific covariate in the presence of other covariates. In terms of log odds parameters, the null
hypothesis for multiple logistic regression is H : [b , b , 2 , b ]"[0, b , 2 , b ] against the
0
1 2
p
2
p
alternative [b*, b , 2 , b ]. Let b be the maximum likelihood estimate of b . Whittemore1 has
2
p
1
1
shown that, for continuous, normal covariates X, the variance of b in the multivariate setting
1
with p covariates, var (b ), can be approximated by inflating the variance of b obtained from the
p 1
1
one parameter model, var (b ), by multiplying by 1/(1!o2 2 p ) where o1.23 2 p is the multiple
1.23
1 1
correlation coefficient relating X with X , 2 , X . That is, approximately
1
2
p
var (b )"var (b )/(1!o21 .23 2 p )
p 1
1 1
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The squared multiple correlation coefficient o21 .23 2 p , also known as R2, is equal to the proportion
of the variance of X explained by the regression relationship with X , 2 , X . The term
1
2
p
1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ) will be referred to as a variance inflation factor (VIF). The required sample size for
the multivariate case can also be approximated from the univariate case by inflating it with the
same factor 1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ). Following the relationship of the variances, we have
n "n /(1!o21 .23 2 p ) where n and n are the sample sizes required for a logistic regression model
p
1
p
1
with p and 1 covariates, respectively. The same VIF seems to work well for binary covariates (see
Appendix III).
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION
For multiple linear regression models, we can easily derive the same VIF for p covariates (see
Appendix II). Therefore, we can adjust similarly the sample size for a regression model with
p covariates. It is known that in a simple linear regression model, the correlation coefficient o and
the regression parameter b have the relationship o"b p /p . Hence o"0 if and only if b "0.
1
1 X Y
1
When both X and ½ are standardized, testing the hypotheses that o"0 and that b "0 are
1
equivalent and the required sample sizes are the same.
Let r be the estimate of the correlation coefficient between X and ½. The sample size formula
(see Sokal and Rohlf5) for testing H : o"0 against the alternative H : o"r is
0
1
n "(Z
#Z
)2/C(r)2#3
1
1~a@2
1~b
where the Fisher’s transformation C(r)"1 log((1#r)/(1!r)). If we add p!1 covariates to the
2
regression model, the required sample size for testing H : [b , b , 2 , b ]"[0, b , 2 , b ]
0
1 2
p
2
p
against the alternative [b*, b , 2 , b ] is n "n /(1!o21 .23 2 p ), approximately. If we already have
2
p
p
1
q covariates in the model and would like to expand the model to p('q) covariates, then, from
Appendix II, n "n ((var (b )/var (b ))"n /(1!o2(1 q#1 2 p))(23 2 q) ) where the partial correlation
p
q
p 1
q 1
q
coefficient o(1 q#1 2 p))(23 2 q) measures the linear association between covariates X and
1
X
,
, X when the values of covariates X , 2 , X are held fixed.
q`1 2 p
2
q
COMPARISON OF SAMPLE-SIZE SOFTWARE
There are at least two computer programs available that use formula (4) (see Appendix I): nQuery
from Dr. Janet Elashoff,6 and SSIZE7 from the first author. One program, EGRET SIZ from
SERC,8 uses the approach of Self and Mauritsen.3 For logistic regression, the computer programs
nQuery and SSIZE provide sample sizes only for continuous covariates while EGRET SIZ only
provides estimates for discrete covariates. Both nQuery and EGRET SIZ are commercial
software. Note that the sample size calculation for logistic regression is only one of the many
features provided by the above three computer programs.
Table I presents sample size examples for a binary covariate using formula (4) and software
EGRET SIZ as well as the corresponding sample size for comparing two proportions (without
continuity correction from formulae (2), (3), (12) and (13)), and the results of power simulations. In
the table, P1 and P2 are event rates at X"0 and X"1, respectively; B is the proportion
of the sample with X"1; OR is the odds ratio of X"1 versus X"0 such that
OR"P2(1!P1)/(P1(1!P2)); P"(1!B)P1#BP2 is the overall event rate or case fraction.
Table I is designed to show the relationship of sample sizes for different study designs. It is known
that a balanced design (B"0)5) requires less sample size than an unbalanced design
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table I. Results of sample size calculations for a binary covariate from six different methods,
power"95 per cent, two-sided significance level 5 per cent
Design

Sample size

Power simulation

Balanced design with high event rates
(4):
P1"0)4, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(2):
P"0)45, P1"0)4, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(3):
P"0)45, P1"0)4, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(12)
P"0)45, P1"0)4, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(13)
P1"0)4, P2"0)5, B"0)5
SIZ:
OR"1)5, case fraction P"0)45,
sampling fraction 50/50

1367
1282
1287
1287
1274
1285

96)0$0)63%
95)4$0)66%
94)7$0)71%
94)7$0)71%
94)6$0)71%
95)9$0)63%

Balanced design with low odds ratio
(4):
P1"0)5, P2"0)2, B"0)5
(2):
P"0)35, P1"0)5, P2"0)2, B"0)5
(3):
P"0)35, P1"0)5, P2"0)2, B"0)5
(12):
P"0)35, P1"0)5, P2"0)2, B"0)5
(13):
P1"0)5, P2"0)2, B"0)5
SIZ:
OR"0)25, case fraction P"0)35,
sampling fraction 50/50

141
126
131
131
119
129

96)3$0)60%
95)0$0)69%
96)6$0)57%
96)6$0)57%
94)9$0)70%
96)1$0)61%

Balanced design with high odds ratio
(4):
P1"0)2, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(2):
P"0)35, P1"0)2, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(3):
P"0)35, P1"0)2, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(12):
P"0)35, P1"0)2, P2"0)5, B"0)5
(13):
P1"0)2, P2"0)5, B"0)5
SIZ:
OR"4)0, case fraction P"0)35,
sampling fraction 50/50

166
126
131
131
119
129

99)0$0)31%
95)0$0)69%
96)6$0)57%
96)6$0)57%
92)9$0)81%
95)4$0)66%

Balanced design with high odds ratio
(4):
P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)5
(2):
P"0)075, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)5
(3):
P"0)075, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)5
(12):
P"0)075, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)5
(13):
P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)5
SIZ:
OR"2)111, case fraction P"0)075,
sampling fraction 50/50

1818
1437
1443
1443
1430
1417

98)2$0)42%
94)4$0)73%
95)8$0)63%
95)8$0)63%
94)4$0)73%
94)5$0)72%

¸ow prevalence rate
(4):
P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)2
(2):
P"0)06, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)2
(12):
P"0)06, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)2
(13):
P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)2
SIZ:
OR"2)111, case fraction P"0)06,
sampling fraction 80/20

2612
2186
1833
2648
2070

97)4$0)50%
94)9$0)70%
91)2$0)90%
97)4$0)50%
94)6$0)71%

High prevalence rate
(4):
P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)8
(2):
P"0)09, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)8
(12):
P"0)09, P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)8
(13):
P1"0)05, P2"0)1, B"0)8
SIZ:
OR"2)111, case fraction P"0)09,
sampling fraction 20/80

3060
2257
2661
1820
2347

98)3$0)41%
95)0$0)69%
97)8$0)46%
89)5$0)97%
97)2$0)52%

( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(B"0)2 or 0)8); a low prevalence rate (B"0)2) requires less sample size than a high prevalence
rate (B"0)8); sample size remains the same if the odds ratio is reversed. In addition to the
significance level and the power of the test, the values of the following parameters, listed after the
sample size methods, are specified in the table:
Formula (4): P1, P2 and B.
Formula (2): tests of proportions: P, P1, P2 and B.
Formula (3): simple form for a balanced design: P, P1 and P2.
Formula (12): simple form for an unbalanced design: P, P1, P2 and B.
Formula (13): simple form for an unbalanced design: P1, P2 and B.
SIZ: OR, sampling fractions 1!B and B, and overall case fraction P.
The power simulations, obtained from SIZ with 1000 replications, use the likelihood ratio test for
the logistic regression model. The simulations show that the sample sizes obtained from testing
two proportions (formulae (2) and (3)) have statistical power within one standard deviation of the
expected power of 95 per cent. Also, formulae (2) and (3) are more stable than the other four
methods. Note that formula (4) calculates the required total number of events based on the event
rate corresponding to X"0, then inflates the number of events to obtain the total sample size.
Therefore, formula (4) produces a larger sample size if the lower event rate is assigned to P1
instead of P2. Formula (4) tends to overestimate the required sample sizes especially when the
event rates are low (see Table I). Formula (3) is a special case of formula (12) for a balanced design.
As shown in Table I, formula (3) gives the same sample sizes as formula (12) when B"0)5, but
slightly larger sample size than formula (2). Since formula (3) is designed for B"0)5, no sample
sizes for formula (3) are given for low or high prevalence rate. Formulae (12) and (13) are simpler
than formula (2), but lack accuracy when the sample size ratio is not close to 1 (say'2 or (0)5),
and should not be used when the accuracy of sample size calculation is important. It is known
that a design with low prevalence rate requires less sample size than high prevalence rate. In Table
I, formula (13) does not show this relationship which indicates that the formula overestimates the
sample size for low prevalence rate and underestimates high prevalence rate.
Table II presents the results for a continuous covariate from sample size programs nQuery and
SSIZE. The corresponding sample sizes from a two-sample t-test (formula (6) with Z-values
replaced by t-values) and from formula (1) are also listed for comparison. The table specifies the
following parameters indicated after the sample size methods:
Formula (1): P1, effect size"log(OR)"b*.
Two-sample t-test: effect size"log(OR),
sample size ratio"prob(½"1)/prob(½"0)"(1!P1)/P1.
nQuery: P1(event rate at the mean of X),
P2(event rate at one standard deviation above the mean of X).
SSIZE: P1(event rate at the mean of X),
OR (odds ratio at one standard deviation above the mean of X)
"P2(1!P1)/(P1(1!P2)).
Table II also provides power simulations obtained from 1000 replications generated by assuming
a normally distributed variable X. We used the Wald test in the simulation of the logistic
regression model. The results show that the sample sizes estimated by using the two-sample t-test
formula and formula (1) seem to be more conservative, but still large enough to achieve the
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Results of sample size calculations for a continuous covariate from four different
methods, power"95 per cent, two-sided significance level 5 per cent
Design

Sample size

Power simulation

Balanced design
(1):
P1"0)5, effect size b*"0)405
t-test:
effect size"0)405, sample size ratio"1
nQuery: P1"0)5, P2"0)6
SSIZE: P1"0)5, OR"1)5

317
320
342
341

95)0$0)69%
95)5$0)66%
96)1$0)61%
95)3$0)67%

ºnbalanced design, high event rates
(1):
P1"0)4, effect size b*"0)405
t-test:
effect size"0)405, sample size ratio"1)5
nQuery: P1"0)4, P2"0)5
SSIZE: P1"0)4, OR"1)5

330
333
380
379

94)4$0)73%
94)8$0)70%
96)7$0)56%
96)7$0)56%

ºnbalanced design, low event rates
(1):
P1"0)1, effect size b*"0)405
t-test:
effect size"0)405, sample size ratio"9
nQuery: P1"0)1, P2"0)143
SSIZE: P1"0)1, OR"1)5

880
890
951
950

95)5$0)66%
96)1$0)61%
96)6$0)57%
96)6$0)57%

desired power. In other words, Table II seems to indicate that the t-test is a good estimate of
sample size which preserves power. Since we used to upper bound of the required sample size in
the formulae in both nQuery and SSIZE, both programs provide sample sizes slightly higher than
those required. When the odds ratio is fixed, a balanced design (that is, response rate P1"0)5)
requires less sample size than an unbalanced design (for example, P1"0)4 or 0)1). Note that due
to the exponential nature of the correction term (see Appendix I), we do not recommended use of
either software for logistic regression when the odds ratio is large (say*3).
EXAMPLE
We use a Department of Veterans Affairs Cooperative Study entitled ‘A Psychophysiological
Study of Chronic Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder’9 to illustrate the preceding sample size
calculation for logistic regression with continuous covariates. The study developed and validated
a logistic regression model to explore the use of certain psychophysiological measurements for the
prognosis of combat-related post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In the study, patients’ four
psychophysiological measurements — heart rate, blood pressures, EMG and skin conductance
— were recorded while patients were exposed to video tapes containing combat and neutral scenes.
Among the psychophysiological variables, the difference of the heart rates obtained while viewing
the combat and the neutral tapes (DCNHR) is considered a good predictor of the diagnosis of
PTSD. The prevalence rate of PTSD among the Vietnam veterans was assumed to be 20 per cent.
Therefore, we assumed a four to one sample size ratio for the non-PTSD versus PTSD groups.
The effect size of DCNHR is approximately 0)3 which is the difference of the group means divided
by the standard deviation. With a two-sided significance level of 0)05 and a power of 95 per cent,
the required sample size based on a two-sample t-test is 905. The squared multiple correlation
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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coefficient of DCNHR versus the other three psychophysiological variables was estimated to be
0)1 and thus the VIF is 1)11. After adjusting for the VIF, a sample size of 1005 was needed for
fitting a multiple logistic regression model.
CONCLUSION
The proposed simple methods to calculate sample size for linear and logistic regression models
have several advantages. The formulae for the simple methods are well known and do not require
specialized software. This paper also provides simple forms of the formulae for easy hand
calculation. Compared to more accurate, but more complicated formulae, formulae (1) and (3)
have high degrees of accuracy. Computer simulations suggest that the proposed sample size
methods for comparing means and for comparing proportions are more accurate than SSIZE,
nQuery and EGRET SIZ. This paper suggests not to use SSIZE or nQuery when the odds ratio is
large (say*3) and Liu and Liang’s formula (13) when the sample size ratio is not close to 1
(say'2 or (0)5). This paper derives the variance inflation factor (VIF) for the linear regression
model and also shows, through computer simulations, that the same VIF applies to the logistic
regression model with binary covariates. The usage of the VIF to expand the sample size
calculation from one covariate to more than one covariate appears very useful and can be
extended to other multivariate models. In conclusion, this paper presents more accurate and
simple formulae for sample size calculation with extensions to multivariate models of various
types.
APPENDIX I
In a simple logistic regression model log(P/(1!P))"b #b X , where P"prob(½"1), the
0
1 1
hypothesis H : b "0 against H : b "b* is of interest. A power of 1!b and a two-sided
0 1
1 1
significance level a are usually prespecified to calculate the sample size for the hypothesis test. The
following sample size formula, used in both SSIZE and nQuery, is a combination of Whittemore1
formulae (6) and (16):
n"(»(0)1@2Z
#»(b*)1@2Z
)2(1#2P1d)/(P1b*2)
1~a@2
1~b

(4)

where the log odds value b*"log(P2(1!P1)/(P1(1!P2))), and Z
and Z
are standard
1~b
1~a@2
normal variables with a tail probability of b and a/2, respectively.
For a continuous covariate, »(0)"1, »(b*)"exp(!b*2/2), P1 and P2 are the event rates at
the mean of X and one SD above the mean, respectively. The value of d for continuous covariates
is from Hsieh2 formula (3): d"(1#(1#b*2)exp(5b*2/4))(1#exp(!b*2/4))~1.
For a binary covariate, the overall event rate P"(1!B)P1#BP2, where P1 and P2 are the
event rates at X"0 and X"1, respectively; B is the proportion of the sample with X"1,
»(0)"1/(1!B)#1/B, and »(b*)"1/(1!B)#1/(B exp (b*)). The value of d for binary covariates is from Whittemore1 formula (14): d"(»(0)1@2#»(b*)1@2R)/(»(0)1@2#»(b*)1@2) where R is
from Whittemore1 formula (15): R"»(b*)B(1!B)exp(2b*)/(B exp(b*)#(1!B))2. Note that
R"d"1 when b*"0.
The proposed method is to use a two-sample test instead of a one-sample test for sample
size calculation. The popular sample size formula for testing the equality of two independent
sample means with equal sample sizes from two normally distributed groups has the familiar
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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form (see Rosner10):
#Z
)2/*2
(5)
n"2(p2#p2 )(Z
2 1~a@2
1~b
1
where n is the total sample size and * is the difference of the two group means to be detected;
p2 and p2 are the variances of the two groups. For an unequal-sample-size design with a sample
2
1
size ratio of k, the required total sample size should be inflated by a factor of (k#1)2/(4k).
Assuming equal variances, the test statistic employs the common variance of the two groups and
formula (5) reduces to
n"p2(Z
#Z
)2[(k#1)2/k]/*2
(6)
1~a@2
1~b
In a simple logistic regression model with a continuous covariate, the sample size ratio is
k"(1!P1)/P1 where P1 is the event rate of the response at X"0. Therefore, P1 is also the
overall event rate when X is standardized to have mean 0 and variance 1. By replacing the effect
size */p by b*, formula (6) becomes
n"(Z
#Z
)2/[P1(1!P1)b*2].
(7)
1~a@2
1~b
As derived by Whittemore,1 1"»(0)*»(b*), and therefore formula (4) can be bounded by
n)(Z
#Z
)2(1#2P1d)/(P1b*2).
(8)
1~a@2
1~b
Formula (7) is more general than the formula derived by Whittemore,1 who assumed that P1 is
small and therefore 1/(1!P1) is negligible. Note that Hsieh2 formula (3) implies that one should
not use formula (4) when the odds ratio is large (say*3).
When the covariate is a binary variable, say X"0 or 1, the log odds values b "0 if and only if
1
the two event rates are equal. We can calculate the total sample size from the formula for
comparing the two independent event rates (see Rosner10):
n"(1#k)MZ
[P(1!P)(k#1)/k]1@2#Z
[P1(1!P1)#P2(1!P2)/k]1@2N2/(P1!P2)2
1~a@2
1~b
(9)
where: k"B/(1!B) is the sample size ratio; B is the proportion of the sample with X"1;
P"(1!B)P1#BP2 is the overall event rate; P1 and P2 are the event rates at X"0 and X"1,
under the alternative hypothesis, respectively. By replacing k by B/(1!B), formula (9) becomes
n"MZ
[P(1!P)/B]1@2#Z
[P1(1!P1)#P2(1!P2)(1!B)/B]1@2N2/[(P1!P2)2(1!B)].
1~a@2
1~b
(10)
For a balanced design, k"1 or B"0)5, formula (10) is bounded by
n(4P(1!P)(Z
#Z
)2/(P1!P2)2.
(11)
1~a@2
1~b
For an unbalanced design, similar to (6), we inflate formula (11) by a factor of 1/[4B(1!B)] to
obtain a simple approximation:
n"P(1!P)(Z
#Z
)2/[B(1!B)(P1!P2)2].
(12)
1~a@2
1~b
In a recent publication, Liu and Liang11 extended Self and Mauritsen’s method for correlated
observations. As a special case, they provided a closed form for a logistic regression model with
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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one binary covariate. Their closed form, without the adjustment of the design effect for correlated
observations, is very similar to (12):
n"(Z
#Z
)2[BP1(1!P1)#(1!B)P2(1!P2)]/[B(1!B)(P1!P2)2].
1~a@2
1~b
Examples and comparisons of these formulae are provided in Table I.

(13)

APPENDIX II
Let var (b ) and var (b ) equal the variances of the parameter estimate obtained from multiple
p 1
1 1
linear regression models with p and 1 covariates, respectively. We show that, most often, the ratio
var (b )/var (b ) is bounded by 1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ). In addition, var (b )/var (b ) is bounded by
p 1
1 1
p 1
q 1
1/(1!o2(1 q#1 2 p ) ) (23 2 q) ) where the partial correlation coefficient o(1 q#1 2 p) ) (23 2 q) measures the
linear association between covariates X and X
,
, X when the values of covariates
1
q`1 2 p
X , 2 , X are held fixed.
2
q
We begin with one covariate in a linear regression model ½"b #b X #e where the error
0
1 1
term e is distributed as Normal (0, p2 ) and, for simplicity, the sample mean of X is 0. The
1
1
variance of the least squares estimate b is known to equal
1
var (b )"p2 /&X2 .
1 1
1
1
When there are two covariates X and X with sample means 0, the variance-covariance matrix of
1
2
the estimates of the parameters is

C

D

&X2
&X X ~1
1
1 2
var (b , b )"p2 (X@X)~1"p2
2 &X X &X2
2
2 1 2
1 2
2
where X is the matrix of covariates. Through the inverse of the 2]2 X@X matrix, we can obtain the
variance of b as
1
var (b )"p2 &X2/(&X2 &X2!(&X X )2)
2
1 2
1
2
2
2 1
"(p2/p2 ) var (b )/(1!o2 ).
12
1 1
2 1
The value of p2 /p2, in most cases, is less than 1 and close to 1. Since the additional covariate in the
2 1
model also takes away a degree of freedom from the error term, the estimate of the variance ratio
p2/p2 may sometimes slightly exceed 1. The squared multiple correlation coefficient, in this case
2 1
the same as the simple correlation coefficient, is o2 "(&X X )2/(&X2 &X2 ).
2
1
12
1 2
When there are three covariates, the multiple correlation coefficient o
can be obtained from
1.23
the matrix operation

C

D C

DN

&X2
&X X ~1 &X X
2
2 3
1 2 &X2 .
o2 "[&X X , &X X ]
1.23
1 2
1 3 &X X
1
&X2
&X X
2 3
3
1 3
"(2&X X &X X &X X !&X2 (&X X )2!&X2 (&X X )2]/M&X2 [&X2 &X2
3
2
1
3
1 2
2
1 3
1 2 2 3 1 3
!(&X X )2]N.
2 3
With three covariates in the regression model, the variance-covariance matrix of the estimates of
the parameters can be obtained from the inverse of the 3]3 X@X matrix through the formula
( 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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var (b , b , b )"p2 (X@X)~1. Therefore
3
3 1 2 3
var (b )"p2 [&X2 &X2!(&X X )2]/[&X2 &X2 &X2#2&X X &X X &X X
3
1 2
2 3 1 3
2
1
3
2 3
2
3
3 1
!&X2 (&X X )2!&X2 (&X X )2!&X2 (&X X )2]
3
1 2
2
1 3
1
2 3
"(p2/p2 )var (b )/(1!o2 ).
1.23
1 1
3 1
Usually, p2/p2)1 and var (b ))var (b )/(1!o2 ). In a linear regression model with p para1.23
3 1
1 1
3 1
meters, var (b , b , 2 , b )"p2 (X@X)~1"p2 &. By applying a result of Anderson12 (equation 20)
p
p
p 1 2
p
that &~1"&X2 (1!o21 .23 2 p ), we obtain
1
11
var (b )"p2 & "p2 /&X2 (1!o21 .23 2 p )
1
p
p 11
p 1
"(p2/p2 )var (b )/(1!o2 2 ).
1.23 p
1 1
p 1
Again, in most situations, p2/p2)1 and var (b ))var (b )/(1!o21 .23 2 p ). Then, the
p 1
1 1
p 1
VIF"1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ) is the approximate upper bound of the ratio var (b )/var (b ). The upper
p 1
1 1
bound does not hold in the rare situation when p2/p2'1 but the approximation is still good
p 1
enough. When p is not too large, the bound is tight; when p is large and o1.23 2 p is near 1, the
bound is inaccurate. A similar result holds for nested models. We would like to expand the model
from the situation of q covariates to p covariates where p'q. Then, reasoning as above
var (b )/var (b )"(p2 /p2 )(1!o21 .23 2 p )/(1!o21 .23 2 p ))(1!o21 .23 2 q )/(1!o21 .23 2 p )
p 1
q 1
p q
"1/(1!o2(1 q#1 2 p) ) (23 2 q) ).
where the partial corelation coefficient o(1 q#1 2 p) ) (23 2 q) measures the linear association between
covariates X and X
,
, X when the values of covariates X , 2 , X are held fixed. The
1
q`1 2 p
2
q
value of the ratio p2 /p2 should be closer to 1 than p2 /p2 .
p q
p 1
APPENDIX III
We use simulations to investigate, in a multiple logistic regression model with p independent
binary covariates, how well the ratio of the maximum likelihood estimates of the variances
var (b )/var (b ) is approximated by 1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ), where the multiple correlation coefficient
p 1
1 1
relating binary covariates X with X , 2 , X has the same formula as continuous covariates
1
2
p
with a normal distribution:
&X2
2
&X X
2 3
o21 .23 2 p"[&X X ,&X X 2 ,&X X ]
1 2
1 3
1 p 2
&X X
2 p
.

&X X
2 3
&X2
3
2
&X X
3 p

2
2
2
2

&X X ~1 &X X
2 p
1 2
&X X
&X X
3 p
1 3
2
2
&X2
&X X
p
1 p

N

&X2
1

The 80 computer simulations each use a sample size of 1000 with eight binary covariates. When
all eight covariates are generated independently, the estimate values of o21 .23 2 7 are near zero. In
order that the response variable ½ and the covariates X’s be somewhat correlated, and the
estimates of o21 .23 2 7 have a broad range of values, say from 0 to 0)7, the generation of the eight
covariates requires some special care.
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Figure 1. Results of 80 simulations: estimates of var (b )/var (b ) versus 1/(1!o21.23 2 8 )
8 1
1 1

Let º, » , » , 2 , and » be uniform random variates obtained from a generator in SAS.13
1 2
8
The response variable ½ is Bernoulli with a parameter value 0)5. The eight covariates X , X , 2 ,
1 2
and X are also Bernoulli with parameters B , B , 2 , and B which have values 0)5, 0)6, 0)65, 0)7,
8
1 2
8
0)75, 0)8, 0)85 and 0)9, respectively. The response variable ½ is generated such that ½"1 when
º'0)5 and ½"0, otherwise. In the first simulation, the covariates are generated such that
X "1 when 0)1 º#0)9» 'B and X "0, otherwise, for i"1, 2, 2 , 8. The same process was
i
i
i
i
repeated for the second simulation except for the generation of X where the same random value
2
for X was used: X "1 when 0)1º#0)9» 'B and X "0, otherwise. In the third simulation,
1
2
1
2
2
the same random value for X was used for X . The similar process continued until the
1
3
completion of the eighth simulation. After finishing the first eight simulations, the whole process
was then repeated ten times to obtain a total of 80 simulations.
In practice, the estimated values of var (b ) and o21 .23 2 p (same as R2) can be obtained from SAS
p 1
PROC LOGISTIC and PROC REG,13 respectively. The estimates of var (b )/var (b ) versus
p 1
1 1
1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ) from the simulations are plotted in Figure 1. The simulation results show that, for
binary covariates, the estimates of 1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ) closely approximate the value of the estimates
of the ratio var (b )/var (b ). Figure 1 shows that the estimates of 1/(1!o21 .23 2 p ) very slightly
p 1
1 1
underestimate the variance ratio var (b )/var (b ).
p 1
1 1
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